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Abstract

Using double TOF method, a measurement of prompt neutron spectrum for
12 MeV neutron induced fission of 238u has been made at the CIAE Tandem
Van de Graaff accelerator. Preliminary results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The prompt fission neutron spectrum has long been investigated

since the discovery of the fission phenomenon. A comprehensive review

and thorough discussion of the status from both experimental and theo-

retical sides were given at the IAEA CM on "Physics of Neutron Emis-

sion in Fission" held in May, 1988.Ul So far the experimental data for

the fast neutron induced fission, especially for the incident neutron

energy higher than 8 MeV, are very scarce. Difficulties arose mainly

due to the small cross section (compared with thermal neutron induced

fission) and the interference by the break up neutrons in the D(d,n)

source. Only existed works are of the 14 MeV energy point where the

T(d,n) source can be used. To fill the gap, we have made an attempt

recently to measure the proipt neutron spectrum for the fission of U-

238 induced by 12 MeV neutrons, by using double TOF method. It is also

interesting from the theoretical side since at this energy the second
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chance fission is mixed with the first chance fission. The method is

very similar to the one used in BRC laboratory by Bertin et. al.BI The

measurement has not been completed yet due to some problems, e.g., in-

sufficient beam time and so on. In the present paper only a descrip-

tion of the experiment and some preliminary results are presented.

EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out at the CIAE tandem Van de Graaff

accelerator of the type HI-13. The arrangement is shown in Fig.l.

NEUTRON SOURCE. To obtain 12 MeV neutrons we used D(d,n)He-3

reaction. A pulsed beam of deuterons were obtained from the accelera-

tor with the pulse width less than 1 ns and repetition rate 4 MHz. The

energy of the deuterons was Ed = 9.4 MeV. ITie average current was about

1 HA. The neutron producing target is a cell 2.5 cm long filled with

4.3 atm. pure deuterium gas. The window of the cell was made of Havar

foil of 5.27 mg/crn2 thick. At zero degree direction neutron beam of 12

MeV was obtained. A timing signal can be picked off from a small devi-

ce located near the gas target.

FISSION CHAMBER. In order to distinguish the primary 12 MeV

neutrons from the break up neutrons with lower energies and to select

out fission neutrons from other secondary neutrons, fast signals of

fission fragments have to be used. For this purpose a multisectional

fission chamber was constructed. The chamber of cylindrical shape was

made of ordinary steel. The thickness of the wall was 1 mm. Altogether

one hundred stainless steel plates with natural uranium deposits on
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Fig.l. Experimental set up.

1. Deuteron beam 5. Left neutron detector

2. Deuterium gas target 6. Zero degree monitor

3. Fission chamber 7. Shieldings

4. Right neutron detector 8. Pick off

both surfaces were contained in the chamber. The diameter of the de-

posits was 8 cm. The total amount of the uranium reaches 5 g. These

100 plates were divided into 8 sections, each of them has its own e-

lectronics and can give separate outputs. This has to be done for two

reasons J The first one is to decrease the capacities among the plates
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and hence the rise time of the fission signals. The second reason is

in such a way one can reduce the uncertainty of the flight path bet-

ween the neutron detectors and the location where fissions occur. The

distance between the centres of the gas cell and the chamber was 64

cm. The fission fragment signals of each section and the pick off sig-

nals were used as the start and stop of the TAC respectively. A pri-

mary neutron TOF spectrum was measured for each section and a gate was

set for 12 MeV monoenergetic peak in the spectrum. The signals in this

gate were put in coincidence with those of neutron detectors to select
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Fig.2 Primary neutron TOF spectrum measured by zero

degree monitor detector.
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the fission events induced by 12 MeV neutrons from those induced by

break up neutrons.

NEUTRON DETECTORS. Two identical heavy shielded neutron de-

tectors were used. The detectors were Chinese made liquid scintilla-

tors 25 cm in diameter and 5 cm thick. The relatively large area of

the scintillator has the advantage of increasing the counting rate but

not losing the accuracy. The neutron detectors were placed on opposite

sides of the fission chamber, one was the left detector located at 60

degree direction with respect to the beam axis,the other was the right

detector at 80 degree. The flight path was 2.5 m for both detectors.

Two biases were used for each detector, one was an electronic bias set

at 1/3 Cs (i.e., about 0.5 MeV proton energy), so that the available

minimum energy of the fission neutron spectrum was below 1 MeV» the

other was a higher bias set at 1 Cs by computer to upgrade the effect-

to-background ratio in high energy region of the fission neutron spec-

trum? and a neutron v ray discriminator was added to eliminate the Y

ray background.

The efficiency of these detectors were calculated using the stan-

dard code of NEFF4C3^ Experimentally it will be determined through the n-p

scattering method. In addition, the efficiency will also be checked by

measuring the standard fission neutron spectrum of Cf-252 spontaneous

fission.

MONITOR. A smaller liquid scintillation neutron detector of

the size $ 1 0 X 5 cm was placed at zero degree direction and 3.1 m a-

way from the gas target and was used as a monitor of the TOF spectrum
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of the primary neutrons. A typical measured TOF spectrum of the prima-

ry neutrons was shown in Fig.2. From the figure one can see that the

12 MeV monoenergetic peak is separated quite well from the break up

group. A gate including this monoenergetic peak only was set and the

integral counts in this gate were recorded as a normalization standard

of the primary neutrons for each experimental run instead of beam cur-

rent integral during the data acquisition.

ELECTRONICS. The block diagram of the electronics is shown in

Fig.3. Altogether eight ADCs were adopted,two of them were used to re-

cord primary neutron TOF spectra for the fission chamber and the moni-

tor detector respectively, the others were used to record fission neu-

tron TOF spectra, pulse height spectra and neutron gamma ray discrimi-

nation spectra for two neutron detectors respectively. In addition, a

12 bit input register was used: bits 2 t.o 9 were connected with 8 ti-

ming outputs from 8 sections of fission plates respectively to deter-

mine which section the fission event belongs toJbit 11 was used to de-

termine whether right or left neutron detector the event comes from,

and bit 12 is for judging random coincidence between the outputs of

the fission chamber and the neutron detectors.

In the XSYS data acquisition and analysis system based on VAX-11/

780 computer used in present measurement the maximum number of spectra

specified is 64 and the maximum size of each event analysis file is

4096 bytes. These parameter limits made only a part of the spectra can

be shown on screen of a Tektronix terminal. The data were stored event

by event into buffer tapes during the experiment. The buffer tape sto-
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Fig.4. TOF spectrum for right neutron detector (low bias)
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(71 Fig.5 Random coincidence spectrum for right detector (low bias)
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Fig.6 TOF spectrum for right neutron detector (high bias)
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rage allows us to reproduce the experiment offline latter and then the

data analysis and corrections will be carried out.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Fig.4 shows the TOF spectrui obtained by using the right neutron

detector with low bias after subtraction of the background,i.e.,(A-B),

where A is the spectrum for events selected by a window including 12

MeV primary neutron monoenergetic peak only, B is the spectrum for a

window with same width but set at the right side of the raonoenergetic

peak. Fig. 5 is the result of (C-D), where C and D are the same as A

and B respectively, but for the random coincidence. The real spectrum

should be (A-B)-(C-D). Two small peaks on the right side of the prompt

Y-ray peak in Fig.4 are attributed to the Y rays emitted from two

diaphragms hit by the pulsed deuteron beam. The data acquisition time

was 90 hours. Figs. 6 and 7 are those for high bias also from right

detector. The FW1IM of the γ-ray peak was about 4.1 ns for the low bi-

as case, and was 3.1 ns for the high bias.

It seems that some modifications are neccesary in the next data

acquisition,for example,the flight path of the primary neutrons should

be increased to get better separation of the monoenergetic peak from

break up neutrons.
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